
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a data analytics engineer. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for data analytics engineer

Refine and optimize the implemented data processing methods to provide
more accurate results or remove inefficiencies
Drive continuous improvements of the developed methods
Prototype, program and help ship the next generation of SaaS products that
lets users access data, services and data models seamlessly
Build a scalable web services container architecture the various services
including data access, data cataloging, search and discovery, data
transformation
Be responsible for the development of innovative, nonstandard approaches
for knowledge discovery and parametric trending of structured and
unstructured data and analysis to support advanced health management for
complex aerospace systems
Work as part of an Agile development team of engineers
Work with Product Managers and technical staff in customer engagements to
understand user needs and define requirements for the analytics
development and productization
Create System Functional Design Specifications & manage all system
interfaces
Lead project specific algorithm development
Support development and calibration activities for all SPS Digital analytics
applications
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2+ years of experience in database development and tools such as data
mining, OLAP, ETL, data modeling, complex SQL queries, performance
tuning, and Oracle 11g+ PL/SQL database development (DDL, DML, stored
procedures, ) required
Experience planning and developing either business or IT initiatives
(preference for both)
Experience using a high level language/framework
Skilled in implementation of logical and physical data models (including OLTP,
Star, and Snowflake schema's) with knowledge of best practices
Ability to produce high quality documentation of business and system
requirements, system design, data architecture, and training materials
Excellent communication skills with the ability to communicate appropriately
at all levels of the organization


